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A. Public Participation Overview 
 
In 2013 Saanich adopted the International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) standard 
of public participation. The IAP2 model has five possible public participation levels, each 
accommodating a different degree of impact on the decision to be made. These levels, from 
the least to the greatest degree of impact are: Inform, Consult, Involve, Collaborate and 
Empower.  
 
 
In terms of this standard the overall participation level for the development of this plan was 
Consult. Specific activities achieved the Inform, Consult and Involve levels of participation.  
 
 
 
Inform 
 

 
Displays at public events, printed 
information, Saanich website 
 

 
Consult 
 

 
Visits to schools, open house, surveys 

 
Involve 

 
Community mapping exercise, workshop 
 

 
 

Public Participation and the CH/TP Management Plan  
 
The following is an account of the public participation events that were held during the 
development of the Cuthbert Holmes/Tillicum Park Management Plan. A list of the events is 
given in the Events section, a summary of the feedback received at each event is given in the 
Summaries section, and details and full feedback is given in the Details section.  
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B. Public Participation Events 
 
• Community Mapping exercise, May 2, 2010 – a ‘brainstorming session’ initiated by the 

Gorge-Tillicum Community Association, based on the original 5 themes; Natural Areas 
Management, Trails, Recreational Opportunities, Safety and Security, and Community 
Gardens*. The purpose of this exercise was to encourage as many ideas and comments 
about the themes as possible. Other public events in 2010 further explored these ideas. 

• Gorge Canada Day Picnic, July 1, 2010. Information, survey and feedback form made 
available. 

• Music in The Park event at Meadow Park on August 24, 2010. Information, survey and 
feedback form made available. 

• Riversong event held in Cuthbert Holmes Park on September 26, 2010. Information, 
survey and feedback form made available. 

• Colquitz Middle School student presentation and discussion on October 27 and 
November 8, 2010. 

• Spectrum High School student presentation and discussion on Nov. 4, 2010. 

• Public Workshop, June 18, 2011 - sought feedback on a proposed vision statement, 
goals and directions which were developed based on Saanich policy, the Environmental 
Review Report, and previous public input. Participants were asked to consider the 
statements in the context of Saanich policy, and the Environmental Review report.  

• Public Open House, June 13, 2012 – sought feedback on the ideas of active recreation 
in the park, a ‘voluntary compliance’ management strategy for trail use, and a slightly 
revised vision statement and goals. 

• Presentations to Advisory Committees, 2014 

• On-Line Draft Plan Review and Survey, March-April 2015 

• Presentations to key Stakeholder Groups and Advisory Committees, 2015 

 

 

The idea of accommodating active recreation in a low sensitivity area of the park was 
explored in all of the public events. The idea proved to be controversial, and subsequent 
public feedback received at the June 13, 2012 event determined a lack of support. 
 
*Note that the community garden proposal was withdrawn in May 2011 due to environmental 
concerns, and was omitted from subsequent events. 
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C. Public Participation Summaries 
 

• Summary of Public Feedback to the end of 2010, including Community Mapping 
Exercise May 2, 2010  
 
o Desire to preserve and restore the park’s natural environment 
o Desire to accommodate public access 
o Support for recreational activities that promote nature appreciation, and have minimal 

impact on the environment 
o Desire to have safety and security concerns addressed  

 
 
• Colquitz Middle School          

   
Parks staff and a Gorge Tillicum Community Association representative met initially with approx 15 
student reps on October 27. There was a discussion about the park and the process we were 
undertaking. The reps were asked to talk to their fellow classmates in the coming days, and return for a 
follow-up discussion on November 8 to relay their thoughts. At the follow up meeting 27 comment 
sheets were returned, but the majority of comments were conveyed verbally by the reps. 

 

Key Points from Colquitz Middle School Students: 

A few over-riding themes became apparent during these meetings. Grouped roughly into themes 
they are: 

Natural Areas Management 

o Environmental Protection: Very strong interest in protecting the environment/nature in the 
park. The group felt that park activities should be limited to those that would not cause 
damage or interfere with its wildlife. 

o Educational Aspect: Strong support for the idea of a nature house with information about the 
nature in the park, and educational signage explaining the flora and fauna of the park. “Tell 
people about it and they will respect it”. Use education to control dogs and people (ie to 
respect sensitive areas). 

o Interest in Restoration Involvement: There was strong interest in getting involved in/organizing 
multi-school clean up/invasive plant removal projects in the park. Several children asked that I 
forward their names to the Friends of Cuthbert Holmes so that they could participate in the 
coming efforts. 

Trails 

o Trails: Incorporate some trails into a main network, including accessible (paved) loops with 
benches for all ages and abilities, and eliminate some goat trails. Trails would be defined and 
off-limit areas (for both dogs and people) would be defined with split rail fences. Bikes would 
be limited to certain trails. Formalize some trails thru problem areas to discourage campers 
etc. 

 

Safety and Security 

o Park Orientation Signage: Strong over-arching observation that many people (including kids) 
are unfamiliar with the park, and don’t know the basics about it, ie what is there, how big it is, 
where trails lead to etc. This fact alone discouraged many from exploring the park. Signage is 
badly needed, at entrances to the park and within the mall/rec centre/library. Make it clear that 
the park is there from the mall parking lot and from the highway. If kids/people had a feeling 
for it they would be much more likely to use it. 

o Campers: Kids are aware of the homeless people and would use the park more if they were 
gone. Opinions vary as to how to accomplish this, but generally revolve around bringing more 
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people in with park orientation mapping, formalizing some trails thru problem areas, and 
having more security (police/volunteers) patrols. 

 

Recreational Opportunities 

o Active Recreation: This group did not feel strongly that a biking area, or other active 
recreation area was necessary, however they were confident that if there was a bike area, 
kids would stay within it and respect the park (if explained why thru signage). They suggested 
that bikes within the park should be limited to the main trails only, and access to a bike area 
be via this main trail. 

o Partnerships: felt that Pearkes Rec Centre and Flipside should make better use of the park 
and offer activities that cater to it, eg guided tours, scavenger hunts, finding natural features, 
programs around the spawning salmon. Contact other organizations (eg Girl Guides) and 
have restoration work as credit. Have a system for accepting donations. Coordinate events 
with RIO –can, CA, Pearkes, Friends etc and have fund raising/community events in the park. 

 
Community Gardens 

o The concept was generally supported in discussions, on the condition that it be built and run in a 
way that would not negatively impact the park. Most of the comment sheet comments indicated 
a poor understanding of the concept. 

 
Other 

o Community Involvement/Graffiti Wall: Strong support for some aspect of community 
involvement, in particular the idea of a regulated public art/graffiti wall in ‘Echo Hollow’ or 
elsewhere, as a means to bring more people to that area and take ownership, therefore 
reducing random destructive activity and graffiti. 

 
 

• Spectrum High School          
   

Before students arrived we had a brief discussion with the school Principal and 2 teachers, including 
the phys-ed instructor. The school has, and continues, to use the park for school guided activities, 
however safety is a concern. They are interested in the park and would like to see safety concerns 
addressed so that they could make more use of it. 
 
The phys-ed teacher has and does use the park for ‘Capture the Flag’ games and is in favour of 
allowing more active recreation such as disk golf.  

 

Several students from the Environmental Club attended shortly after, and essentially echoed the 
majority of opinion heard at Colquitz Middle School, ie that the park be reserved for activities 
compatible with a nature-type park and that the marginal areas be restored. They did not oppose a 
community garden, provided that it is run in such a way that it not negatively impact the park. 

 

A number of information and comment sheets were left at the school, but no further input was 
received. 
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• Summary of Public Workshop, June 18, 2011   

 
o The large majority of participants supported the proposed vision statement, goals and 

supporting management directions  
o Desire for Municipal leadership in identifying compatible activities, and to proceed with 

developing the Management Plan 
 

 

• Summary of Public Open House, June 13, 2012   
 

Approximately 100 people attended this event. Participants were asked to review information 
panels presenting background information, information regarding the park vision and goals, 
active recreation, and proposed management strategies. Specific feedback was requested on 
the following topics: 
 
1. To determine support for the park vision, goal statements and management directions. 
2. To determine the level of support for active recreation in the park. 
3. To determine the level of support for a ‘stay on trails in sensitive areas’ (voluntary 

compliance) management approach for people, bikes and pets.  
 
84 participants completed the survey, independent submissions were also received. 
 
Survey Highlights 
83% indicated that they live within a 15 minute walk of the park 
8% live within other areas of Saanich, and 8% live outside of Saanich  
67% said they use the park to walk a dog  
62% use it for walking  
60% for nature appreciation 
24% for bike riding  
23% to get to a local destination 
18% for running 
7% for other purposes  
 
Key Findings: 
1. Vision and Goal statements: 

o Park Vision - received 64% support 
o Natural Areas Management Goal - received 86% support 
o Trails Goal - received 84% support 
o Recreational Opportunities Goal - received 64% support 
o Safety and Security Goal - received 87% support 

 
2. Active Recreation:  

Participants were asked to indicate their support for active recreation in the park in 
general, and for specific active recreational activities.  
o 38% of respondents supported active recreation in general  
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Of the 38 % who supported active recreation: 

o 53% supported a bike skills facility  
o 44% supported a playground 
o 50% supported an informal open space for active and passive use 

 
3. Voluntary Compliance (voluntary ‘stay on trail’ management approach) support:  

o 83% support voluntary compliance for people  
o 83% support voluntary compliance for bikes  
o 68% support voluntary compliance for dogs  

 
 
Conclusion: 
Participants at the 2012 Open House largely supported the vision statement and goals which 
are detailed in section 7. Support for proposed active recreation even in a low-sensitivity area 
is weak, and consequently it has not been incorporated into this plan. There was strong 
representation of dog owners and local residents at the event. Dog owners, many of whom are 
regular local users of the park have a general reluctance to support any restriction on dogs’ 
movements. However, the idea of a voluntary compliance management approach was 
generally well received, and has been incorporated into this plan as the initial approach to 
manage impacts caused by off-trail travel. 
 
 

• Summary of on-line Draft Plan Review and Public Survey, March – April 2015  
  

The draft plan with supporting documents were posted on the Saanich website and promoted 
through Social Media and a public survey was undertaken. There were almost 17,000 views on 
its Facebook page, and 215 survey responses were received. The breakdown of support for the 
Vision Statement and actions supporting the 4 Goals was:  
 

� Vision Statement: 67% strongly support, 30% somewhat support 
� Natural Areas Actions: 67% strongly support, 29% somewhat support 
� Trails Actions: 46% strongly support, 37% somewhat support 
� Recreation Actions: 53% strongly support, 38% somewhat support 
� Safety and Security: 53% strongly support, 37% somewhat support 

 
Overall support for ‘all action steps’ was 31%, and 49% for the ‘majority of steps’. 
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D. Details  
 

Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010  
 
40 people signed in, with approx 50 – 55 attending in total. 27 Comment Sheets were returned 
(1 letter and 1 email have also been incorporated into this summary). 
 
This was a brain-storming session where people were asked to organize ideas and comments 
around the following themes:  
 
� Natural Areas Management  
� Trails  
� Safety and Security 
� Recreation Opportunities  
� Community Gardens 
� Other? 
 
Responses are listed below, and have been grouped into general categories within the themes 
to allow an overall impression of opinions.  
 
Natural Areas Management          
 
CATEGORY: REMOVE INVASIVE PLANTS (8) 
� remove invasives (3)         
� remove hawthorne          
� work with friends of Cuthbert Holmes and CA to remove invasives and post signs 

explaining what is happening  
� ivy first priority, then hawthorne        
� remove hawthorns by creek behind Silver City and plant with native plants  
� wonderful to see the invasives being removed, gives hope     
 
CATEGORY: RESTORE/REPLANT/PROTECT NATURAL AREAS (26) 
� I support the restoration/replanting efforts (11)      
� the restoration work being done by Julian is inspiring     
� need to protect the river and surrounding land      
� the primary importance of the park is to protect the river and riparian area- ensure its 

ecological viability, have public use and access where it wont compromise this 
� expand natural woodlands esp along creek (2)      
� install split rail fencing to protect sensitive areas     
� natural function is very important – heronry and salmon spawning creek, these functions 

should take  precedent       
� leave some areas undisturbed with no trails      
� manage park to maintain vital wildlife and native plant ecosystem   
� as responsible stewards Saanich should guard the health of the ecosystem and help 

with removal of invasive species and replanting.     
� dogs must be on leash in sensitive areas esp out of the river chasing nesting birds and 

herons (2) 
� leave this land and allow it to develop as nature intended allowing a place for wildlife 
� keep as much natural area as possible – natural areas are becoming more rare 
� limit access to the wilder portion of the park to protect it 
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
 
Natural Areas Management  (cont.)         
 
CATEGORY: EDUCATIONAL SIGNAGE (6) 
� have educational signage (3)        
� put sign up to explain/protect restored/replanted areas (3)   
 
CATEGORY: OTHER  
� don’t leave so much wood/fallen trees on the ground – doesn’t look natural (2) 
� too much downed wood left on the ground – should be removed (2) 
� recent tree logging is a disgrace     
 
 
Trails              
 
CATEGORY: IMPROVE EXISTING TRAILS (10) 
� need better drainage/fix drainage so it doesn’t affect trees (4)   
� consider boardwalks instead of trails in some areas (eg where very wet)  
� move the trail running west along the creek behind Silver City toward Dysart bridge 

about 12’ up the hill to avoid winter flooding 
� trail from Silver City to bridge is in floodplain and inundated in the winter  
� maintain existing trails but do not increase the number of them (2) 
� improve the trail by fish ladder so that it doesn’t flood in winter   

 
CATEGORY: REDUCE THE NUMBER OF TRAILS (7) 
� no more trail development/no more asphalt (2) 
� reduce number of secondary trails (3) 
� keep to a minimum and don’t pave 
� don’t need to be able to access every corner 
         
CATEGORY: INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TRAILS (5) 
� need link to rec centre         
� more trails to the east         
� need access behind the rec centre and from Admirals bridge  
� improve trails below the highway      
� create an east-west running trail north of the creek at least 30’ from the highway 
 
CATEGORY: OTHER 
� use wood chips if environmentally sound – quieter walk 
� use wood chip, not paved or gravel       
� good mix of paved and unpaved trails       
� improve drainage by picnic tables, change to chip trail 
� limit paved trails to the main route, all others to be dirt of chipped trails   
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
   
Safety and Security            

 
CATEGORY: INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TRAILS (8) 
� formalize some trails for more eyes on the park (4)     
� encourage people to use secondary trails 
� legitimizing some trails near the mall may help      
� more trails in east area/behind the rec centre (2)      
  
CATEGORY: INCREASE POLICE/CITIZEN PATROLS (11) 
� more police bike patrols/grater police presence (4)  
� more bike patrols around mall and rec centre      
� volunteer group to patrol monthly or bi-weekly (4)     
� ‘park watch’ is a good idea but tricky in terms of secluded areas  
� can we organise trail walks that identify issues and do some cleanup?   
   
CATEGORY: INCREASE MAINTENANCE (6) 
� frequent park clean-ups 
� frequent garbage can emptying   
� keep trails well maintained 
� maintenance must be improved  
� repair all damaged real estate 
� litter and vagrants make are seem unsafe and is self-perpetuating    
  
CATEGORY: INCREASE ACCESS (4) 
� need perimeter lane  
� fire truck access near ‘Echo Park’     
� need access for fire and police (2)        
  
CATEGORY: SIGNS (16) 
� name trails/create map(s) (15)        
� need map near silver city          
  
CATEGORY: CAMPERS (1) 
� campers are a problem: garbage, sanitation 

 
CATEGORY: VANDALISM (1) 
� vandalism is ongoing but not a risk to individuals 

 

CATEGORY: OTHER 
� I feel completely safe in the park        
� have video surveillance/flood lighting behind Silver City 
� lighting near buildings, security cameras       
� improve lighting where needed        
� do not install more lighting – conflicts with natural park 
� Fire Dept.and police need to include CH for regular drill schedule.   
� install barricades to discourage vehicles gathering after hours  
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
 
� decrease the amount of shrub/thickets for cover     
� do not remove understory for sightlines 
� clear brush 6 – 8’ back from all trails       
� have designated camping area  
� help the campers keep the park clean 
� do not feel as comfortable in the park as earlier years, due to silver city and mall spill-

over. now comfortable only in main daylight hours. 
� at least issues are away from main trails 
� maybe new high rises will create ‘more eyes’ on the park 
 
 
Recreation Opportunities           

 

CATEGORY: LIMIT TO EXISTING/OPPOSE FORMAL ACTIVE RECREATION (22) 
� encourage use by only walkers, cyclists and dog walkers (3)   
� preserve the quietness of the park       
� no intrusive activities like mountain biking (2)      
� a walk in the forest is a recreational opportunity      
� park not suitable for formal recreation  
� limit to walking  (2) 
� park is excellent as is for dog walkers nature lovers and kids. is important for kids to 

have contact with nature and unstructured play   
� limit to ‘natural park’ (2)         
� not sure what would be appropriate other that walking     
� other recreational uses will increase dogs and people penetrating the sensitive core of 

the park. 
� accommodating active recreation is not worth losing a natural area   
� creating further peripheral activities will add even more pressure on the natural core of 

the park (in addition to traffic, the mall and new RioCan development) 
� no active activities: play area or disk golf, all impact natural areas   
� no BMX bike trials area         
� park not big enough to accommodate mountain biking     
� how do you invite bikers to a small area and expect them to resist the rest of the park 
� no mountain bike trails 

 

CATEGORY: SUPPORT BMX BIKES  (8) 
� NE corner of park suitable for other uses (BMX track)     
� BMX at NE corner/ where it doesn’t impact the natural areas (4)   
� BMX track (2) 
� possibly on high ground next to the highway but no where else 
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
 

CATEGORY: OTHER ACTIVITIES THAT ARE SUPPORTED 
� bird watching 
� photography walks  
� natural history walks (3)         
� ‘fun walks’   
� like the canoe/kayak access (2)       
� water access is a compatible use        
� training/exercise circuit (2)         
� need areas for kids to play/open space (2)      
� playground (2) 
� school use of park           
� ropes/climbing wall/adventure playground      
� picnic area and open space for free activity are appropriate for a natural park 
� re-introduce archery range?        
� off leash dog area 2) 
� disk golf (3)  
� picnic area            

 

CATEGORY: OTHER ACTIVITIES THAT ARE OPPOSED 
� no mountain-biking on trails  
� keep active/noisy recreational activities (skate park) far away from natural areas  
� no skate board type activity (3)         
� disk golf leads to understory trampling and soil compaction 
� no motorized vehicles         

 

 

Community Gardens           

 

CATEGORY: SUPPORT (8) 
� strongly support (4)  
� support (3) 
� good resource for RioCan residential 

 

CATEGORY: CONDITIONAL SUPPORT (12) 
� be careful not to introduce invasives/have a management plan (2)   
� limit to area along Admirals Road        
� limit the space used          
� ok as long as they don’t impact the treed/natural area     
� expand into Burke St ROW (2)        
� use Burke Street property (2)   
� have near the mall for people without gardens and as a learning/partnership 

arrangement 
� interesting idea, highrise dwellers may need it 
� support for educational / community at large gardens, but strongly oppose for 

individuals or groups 
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
 

CATEGORY: OPPOSE (2) 
� don’t fit with a natural park (2) 

 

CATEGORY: OTHER 
� have a farmers market         
� offer it to residents of new  Rio Can block      
� should be organic          
� consider indigenous food (huckleberry, camas)       
� include the cultivation of First Nations traditional food and expand to other areas of the 

parks  
� plant fruit trees (2)          
� have fruit trees and fruit available to the community     
� include composting on-site (with guidelines)      
� locate them behind Silver City        
� keep these people and dogs from disturbing the wildlife at the estuary 
� house near Burke could be community resource 
� invasive species list 
� not sure they are necessary in neighbourhood with large lots, but not opposed to the 

idea     

             

Other?               
   

CATEGORY: GARBAGE 
� need bigger garbage can by Silver City       
� larger/more garbage cans (3) 
� more cans along trails 
� empty cans more often         
� would be nice if RioCan and Silver City would put more effort into picking up garbage 
� have the mall and theartre install cans at park entrances   
� doggy bags at entrance (2)  
� could use more dog waste bins        
 

CATEGORY: PARTNERSHIPS 
� partner with schools    
� have user groups help construct (eg disk golf) 
� consider demographics of Rio-Can development and anticipate needs/desires 
� develop a plan of inclusiveness to the new members of RioCan so that they take 

ownership of the park.  
� consider how Hampton and CH can relieve each other    
� needs to include school children. Have programs that develop an appreciation for this 

wild space in children. 
� have programs in park through Pearkes Rec Centre     
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Community Mapping Exercise, May 2, 2010 continued 
 

CATEGORY: SIGNS/INFORMATION 
� have signs directing people to garbage cans at entrances 
� put in educational signage         
� educational signage at fish ladder (3)   
� need sign/map at entrance by Silver City 
� increased knowledge brings increased affection and interest. information pamphlets 

should be avail in library and in high rises etc 

 

CATEGORY: PRESERVE          
� acknowledge that no fundamental changes are necessary and limit planning to preserving 

the natural habitat – nothing else needs attention    
� no changes wanted, respect the abundant natural recreational resources available. Do 

not try to impose rules and regulations regarding use of the park, to do so would underline 
your lack of understanding regarding the relationship of the community with the park and 
create conflict   

� this feature in an urban setting is rare, please resist pressure to develop/allow other 
interests in the park  

� we already have parks for active recreation activities, this is Saanich’s opportunity to have 
a natural green park 

   

CATEGORY: PICNIC 
� picnic area east of proposed water access      
� picnic area adjacent to the community gardens (east) with fruit trees  
� relocate picnic area  
� community space near garden, picnic tables  
 

CATEGORY: DOGS 
� keep park off-leash for dogs, but have sign for on-leash section where dogs go in the creek 
� main users seem to be dog owners  
� enjoy the dogs in the park and don’t want them limited  
� high use by dog owners 
 

CATEGORY: LINKS 
� park is used by pedestrians to get from place to place  
� important link to larger parks (eg Thetis Lake)       

  

CATEGORY: TRAILS 
� like the existing woods and trails, they should be preserved and expanded.   

    

CATEGORY: OTHER 
� appreciate the event         
� should be an annual event         
� a washroom would be nice         
� park is well used by walkers and joggers 
� CH is large enough to accommodate multiple uses – don’t zone all as natural area  
� vandalism is a concern    
� introduce native pollinators    
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Community Mapping Exercise May 2, 2010 continued 
    
� remove shopping cart(s) from river      
� plant trees next to highway to improve that area 
� need to involve PCC in discussions/plans  
� youth input is needed  
� work with mall to keep shopping carts out of the creek  
� it’s a great park, I really appreciate it   
 
 

Workshop, June 18, 2011 
 
Workshop Format and Purpose 
Information presented at this workshop included stakeholder and community input from 2010, 
a Saanich Policy review, and a professional Environmental Review, summarized in the ‘CHP 
Concept and Management Plan Discussion Paper’. The Discussion Paper and the 
Environmental Review were available to participants. The Workshop was run by a professional 
facilitator, and included a presentation by Saanich Parks and Westland Resource group (the 
authors of the Environmental Review).  
 
Its purpose was to present the information, and receive input on a proposed vision and 4 goals 
for the park. Participants were divided into groups and first asked to discuss the suggested 
vision and goals, and then asked to think about specific actions that would achieve the goals. 
These discussions are summarized below. 
 
VISION STATEMENT DISCUSSION 

 
� Proposed Vision Statement: 
Cuthbert Holmes Park is a rare urban refuge which promotes respectful and appropriate 
recreational use while protecting its natural features and ecosystems. It showcases nature, 
encouraging respect and appreciation for the natural world, and is a model of current 
restoration techniques. 

 
Comments received: 
� Quiet natural area to provide respite from urbanization 
� Model of current rest techniques belong here? 
� Natural habitat and healthy ecosystem 
� Healthy native forest – safe environment for wildlife 
� Like the vision statement 
� Rethink “appropriate recreational use” better way to express this 
� Word “showcase” – rethink 
� Oasis for native plants and species 
� Healthy enhanced salmon run 
 
 
Summary: Concerns were expressed about including the phrase ‘appropriate recreational 
activities’ and the term ‘showcase’. The concern is the lack of clarity of these terms, and the 
wide range of interpretation they can have.  
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Workshop, June 18, 2011 continued 
 
GOALS AND SUPPORTING DIRECTIONS – DISCUSSION 
 
� Proposed Natural Areas Management Goal: Protect and restore natural areas. 
 
Goal discussion indicated that the proposed Natural Areas Management Goal is largely 
supported. 
 
Suggestions received to support the goal: 
� Education is most important – split rail fencing with signs and explanation why 
� Set goals and timelines for best efforts and goals 
� Protect replanted areas info/vandalism 
� Saanich support volume of work, expand volume base, signs in park etc – leadership to 

oversee 
� Use split rail to protect sensitive areas 
� Clearance of invasives 
� Restoration 
� School groups – controlled/educated 
� Support the goal but not over protection 
� Sensitivities around river bank 
� How to balance increased park users with protecting natural areas. 
� Use as education with school groups rather than running free. 
� Enhance riparian areas 
� Promote education regarding natural systems 
� Ongoing control of invasive species 
� Leave the park as is and remove invasive species 
� Continue to permit off leash dog walking in a way that respect the environment, out of the 

river 
� Leave the park as is remove invasive species 
 
Summary: Comments indicated strong support for education, invasive plant removal, 
restoration, physical and educational protection of sensitive and restored areas (signs, split rail 
fences, trail definition etc), setting goals and timelines, and ensuring Municipal support. 
 
 
� Proposed Trails Goal: Define the trail system to meet the park’s environmental, 

recreational and safety needs. 
 
Goal discussion indicated that the proposed Trails Goal is largely supported. 
 
Suggestions received to support the goal: 
� New trail behind theatre/camping area, move trail, higher out of wet areas; 
� Label trails as sensitive/less sensitive/ time frames 
� Way finding signage – type of trails 
� One main paved the rest organic – bike on paved.  Bikes competition with walkers and 

kids; don’t encourage bikes 
� Refine the trail system, add and take away 
� Plan and implement the trail system – make more obvious (define) add/subtract 
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Workshop, June 18, 2011 continued 
 
� Trail system needs planning, one main system 
� Maintain existing paved trails 
� Leave it as is 
� Contact information on signs  
� Don’t need pavement  
� Keep bikes to main trails 
� Desire for access – wheel chair – stroller – pavement in one area 
� Naming trails 
� Silver City to bridge trail moved up the hill too wet (many comments) 
� Have consultant give recommendations vs. raw input 
� Connect to outside of the park e.g. to marigold 
� Universally accessible in some parts 
� Decommission some/build some 
� No more asphalt trails 
� Make them appropriate for the habitat they are in, i.e. elevated boardwalk in wet areas. 
� Bike lane 
� Expanded trails 
  
Summary: Comments indicated support for: way-finding signs; a defined/labelled trail system; 
a combination of new, decommissioned, and relocated trails as appropriate; trails that respond 
to their location thru construction materials and periods of use; defined/limited biking trails; and 
maintaining an accessible (hard surface) component. 
 
 
� Proposed Recreational Opportunities Goal: Provide the opportunity for a range of 

enjoyable, appropriate and enriching activities. 
 
Goal discussion revealed concern regarding the word ‘appropriate’ and its clack of clarity, and 
the wide range of activities that could result, should say ‘limited range’. Concern was also 
expressed regarding the term ‘enriching’ and its lack of clarity.  
 
Suggestions received to support the goal: 
� Provide a list of appropriate low impact activities. 
� Tell people what is appropriate and where based on sensitivity  
� Activities for trails. 
� All people to navigate the park. 
� Interpretive signage, but not too many, low impact visually.  Photos and images for all ages 

and languages. 
� Don’t need more users, it will happen automatically 
� allow landing/ turn around 
� Educational signage (small to direct people to inform people that don’t know but small) 
� Regular guided walks, especially for schools, summer camp to talk about natural uses 
� Bicycles off paths 
� Split rail to reduce people in areas 
� Use what can be learned in other parks i.e. boardwalks 
� Nature reserve vs. a park 
� Formal open area in hawthorn for recreation and sitting in the sun. 
� Like it the way it is 
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Workshop, June 18, 2011 continued 
 
� Request to put in dog bags at entrance. 
� encourage kids to play – goal posts 
� no off leash areas 
� no bike area 
� kids’ park near parking areas 
� schools to bring stewardship to the park 
� Identify list of appropriate low impact activities and define by area 
� interpretive/nature centre at Pearkes 
� interpretive/introduction/picnic area in hawthorn area behind silver city 
� Boot camps/ school outings by permit. with ground rules to follow 
� Less human activities i.e.: playground 
� All uses first consider the natural environment 
� Area for dogs and kids in less sensitive areas 
� Continue to permit off leash dog walking in a way that respects the environment 
� Make sure that people use the park - accessibility 
� Garbage bags for dogs/pick up 
 

Summary: People want to be told what activities are appropriate for the sensitivity of a given 
area. There is general support for visually unobtrusive educational signage, guided/permitted 
walks for kids and day camps, limiting bikes to certain areas/trails, and for voluntary dogs-on-
leash in sensitive areas. 
 
 
� Proposed Safety and Security Goal: Increase the number of park users and bring 
problem isolated areas into the larger park experience to reduce negative activities. 
 
Goal discussion questioned the need and desirability of increasing the number of park users, 
and argued that increased numbers in itself will not resolve safety issues. Community policing, 
incorporating problem areas into the trail system, and reducing dense hawthorn cover is the 
key.  
 
Suggestions received to support the goal: 
� New/remove some trails 
� Remove cover 
� Directional signage 
� Security patrols 
� Garbage cans where possible 
� Toilet 
� Clear sight lines 
� Educate dog owners using signage 
� Volunteer ambassadors 
� Vegetate areas to keep users in the right area 
� Have brochures 
� number to call with issues 
� Number posted in park to help emergency calls 
� Remove invasives/address safety concerns 
� More people close by so more people in the park 
� Benches, picnic tables may be used inappropriately 
� Removing hawthorn 
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Workshop, June 18, 2011 continued 
 
� Naming trails, putting in mileage signs 
� Bikes 
� Connect isolated areas to trail system (both yes and no) 
� feel safer with dog 
� number of dogs difficult for young kids 
� ID main troubled areas and address these 
� promote public awareness (community policing) 
� community ownership like block watch with number to call 
 
Summary: Modify and refine trails to access key problem areas, and encourage/enable 
volunteer security patrols/police patrols. Remove hawthorn forests (cover). Install directional 
and way-finding signs with contact info (i.e. parks/police). Educate dog owners via 
educational/voluntary compliance signage.  
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2012 Open House - Information Panels 
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2012 Open House Survey Results 
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2015  On-Line Draft Plan Review and Survey Result Details  
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*See next page for comments received. 
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